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Billy Madison Billy is a precocious child brought up by an authoritarian mother. He is obsessed with sex, and often attacks his step-mother, with
whom he has a very rocky relationship. Due to Billy's biological father, he has a strong fear of the opposite sex. He is the stereotypical character
that existed in the 90's. He is not seen to be evil, he is simply misguided and dumb. Examples of his stupidity include his friendship with George
Michael, a bandmate, and the fact that he was the one who allowed the press to talk to him in the interview scene with his father. Also in the
movie, it is revealed that George Michael has a crush on Madison, which leads to the two almost having sex. At the end of the movie, Madison
goes to jail for raping George Michael. While it was never shown in the movie, the fact that Madison is a somewhat overweight boy makes him
look like a sexually active gay man. All of his actions throughout the movie including calling his mother a pig, picking up his genitals while in a
shower, and being caught molesting a homeless man imply this. However, by the end of the movie, he changes his ways and is portrayed as an
anti-gay character. It is rumored that during production of the movie, when director Robert Zemeckis was asked whether Madison was gay, he
replied "No, Madison's not gay. It's just that he likes the girl." According to the person who relayed this information, in response to this
comment, they said "Oh, really?" The quick flash at the beginning of the film where he sticks his arm down the toilet is done so to "correct" a
previous edit done to the film. However, this is unlikely, because the most commonly quoted part of this is "quick flash", not "quick flash at the
beginning". As such, the quote is incorrect. This is also questionable, because the most commonly quoted line on this is: "Quick flash at the
beginning". This is most likely because the two flash comments are different, and the beginning one is the one that has become ingrained in the
Hollywood industry. Why Python_ and not _C? - tkorimatsu ====== st3fan Because Python is a natural language. If you want to write efficient
programs, that use less memory, a good language 3da54e8ca3
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